Folding &
Unfolding
Storytelling with paper art an art
class for Senior Adults

Translate life lessons and stories into abstract colorful visual art
using paper folding and collage techniques, design principles, and
collaborative opportunities.
This class will explore personal storytelling using paper.
Students will work with a variety of papers and images to
create abstract collage and photo montages, learn a
variety of paper folding techniques to make small
sculptures and create hand-made books. Throughout the
process we will apply elements of design such
as contrast, proportion, repetition, pattern, emphasis,
and movement. Experiences and learning will be
individual and collaborative and fun.

Session 1 Title: A Flurry of Art: communal snowflake collage

Session 2 Title: One Fold at a time

Skill Building/Artistry Goal: observation and reflection collaboration, observation.

Skill Building/Artistry Goal: learn more about the tools of paper art. Learn different folds.
experience AHM engage and persist as we build ability with paper.

Learning about the different papers and how they behave: Practice working with scissors, knives,
folding and tearing paper.
Social Engagement Goal: getting to know each other, getting know our selves

Brief Description of Class Plans: Students will begin by making paper snowflakes the emphasis will
be on learning how the paper behaves and basic ways to fold and cut paper. After making a few
snowflakes each, the class will then use the cut out scraps to create a collaborative collage. This
activity will be fun and temporary, relieving any pressure to “get it right” or even get it finished. It will
also be an opportunity to experience the Artist Habits of Mind (AHM) of envision, observe, and
stretch and explore Conversation and storytelling will be encouraged.

We will end with time to reflect on this experience, the results, and talk about plans for the next
class.

Social Engagement Goal: Students will be invited to share samples of paper arts they have
at home. This could becards they have saved, examples of magazine ads they like or don’t
like, their own work or work of other family members, and art found online.

Brief Description of Class Plans: Using a simple paper popup folding process and scissors
or exacto knife we will make simple pop up sculptures We will also look at also look at
samples of collage from different cultures and ages of makers talk about how the work is
organized: division of space, energy, focal point, pattern repetition. This will also be an
opportunity to offer and AHM experience of understanding the art world.

Session 3 Title: Eye of the beholder

Session 4 Title: Taking a second look

Skill Building/Artistry Goal:
Explore line, volume organization of space, talk about meaning making

Skill Building/Artistry Goal: (AHM)Engage and persist, develop craft, reflect creative process
map opportunity to elevate and expand on their ideas

Social Engagement Goal: Prior to this class students will be asked to send copies of
a few photos that are meaningful to them. During class some time will be devoted
to sharing the story behind the image. I will make copies of these images that will
be incorporated into collages during class.

Social Engagement Goal: students will be encouraged to share their feelings about the work so
far, ask questions seek feedback.

Brief Description of Class Plans: Students will continue to work with their photo collages and
folding experimentation.
Brief Description of Class Plans: We will begin by looking at how different collage
artists incorporate faces and figures into their work. Then, as stories are shared,
students can begin to deconstruct and recombine the copies of their images.
Cutting tearing, folding, coloring, adding elements
Students will be encouraged to evaluate how they respond to the work of the other
members of the class.

Session 5 Title: Coloring outside the Lines
Skill Building/Artistry Goal: Understanding the emotion of color, simple brush/mark making
techniques

Social Engagement Goal: Opportunity to share feelings about color, likes and dislikes, find
common ground and identify individual preferences.

Brief Description of Event Plan:
We explore mark making with various brushes and watercolor paints on paper. We also
begin to create our individual pallet of colored paper using watercolor , yupo paper, and
tissue paper. We will also look at color wheels, exploring hues and values, phychology of
color.

This class will help prepare for move complicated collage plan as students will begin to
create their own color combinations and plan more complicated collages or perhaps add
color to existing work.

Session 6 Title: Cover to cover
Skill Building/Artistry Goal: apply elements of design, pattern color, symmetry,
positive and negative space. As well as the message behind the making

Social Engagement Goal: Spend some time developing their plan for their larger
project: what kind of book or collage style etc. We might work in small groups to
find and expand on shared themes or goals

Brief Description of Class Plans: spend some time review past classes. What
worked, what needs more attention. Look at different book forms and decide
how the student will organize, combine, edit, present their work. These will be
simple accordion fold books with simple closure and cover additions.

Session 8 Title: The final fold
Skill Building/Artistry Goal: express meaning: reviewing all visual elements and the
story their work tells
Session 7 Title: One page at a time
Skill Building/Artistry Goal: continuing to learn new paper folding techniques and
follow through on plans for collage

Social Engagement Goal: opportunity to share and listen in small groups. Talk
about what is inspiring their work, what they have discovered and perhaps how
their perspective, goal may have shifted.

Brief Description of Event Plan: Students will be grouped by project and process
or state of completion so they can work alongside others in the same stage.
There may also be an opportunity for some students, who are further along, to
help others. Class will begin with some reflection and feedback to facilitate
expanding their ideas and work

Social Engagement Goal: With bookmaking as a common thread students will be
invited to share favorite books or favorite authors. They will also be invited to ask for
ideas and feedback from other members of the class. Students discuss and decide
on activity for culminating event. Each student given an opportunity to lead/share
something of their experience. I will schedule Asynchronous conversations to help
facilitate if needed

Brief Description of Event Plan: Students will finish projects and spend some time
offering and sharing feedback on what they have made and learned.

Session 9/Culminating Event Title : Hats Off
Skill Building/Artistry Goal: Opportunity to share and reflect on feelings and process

Social Engagement Goal: Have fun with each other. Celebrate their achievement. Enable students to share their
skill by helping others to experience some of their process.

Brief Description of Event Plan: This celebration will engage students and their guests in a shared activity. The
class will decide which activity they would like to share with their guests. Planning for this event will be organized
with the support of the host organization in advance of the class start so that everyone has enough notice.
Decisions will be made as to whether food will be served and who will be responsible.
Possible activities include:
Paper hat folding for everyone to wear party
Fold simple popup trifold
Make group collage using scraps generated during the eight weeks.

